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Hands up Detection

Smoke Detection

LINE notification 

Human Detection

Event recording

Time period

Sound alarm
(Self-provided speaker)

Motion Detection Car Detection

Electronic Fence

Faints Detection

Identify whether 

someone has invaded.

(Didn’t move for a while)

Identify if anyone faints.

(for Help)

Identify whether anyone 

raise their hands for help.

Identify whether there 

is smoke or not to 

prevent fire.

Identify whether object 

having any movement in 

the picture

Identify whether having 

any vehicle entrance.

Setting electronic fence 

for each detection to only 

brocade specifically for 

events that happened 

within.

Set the time period of 

identification.(3 periods)

Sound alarm: If the UniPicket is connected to the speaker, then an 

alarm will be issued when the incident is triggered.

Smart Plug: It can be activated when an event is activated. Remote 

smart plug sources send out alarms or turn on activation light. (Smart 

plug must be purchased separately.)

The event will trigger a 

video (about 20 seconds) 

and send  to members by 

Line Notify .

Send abnormal photo and 

recording to the phase 

LINE informs the relevant 

personnel.

【UniPicket】[3rd floor in Tainan] 
Identified suspected human trespass at the 
front door by CH1, carefully notice.

【UniPicket】[8F office]
Identified suspected human passing out
Setting area: Hallway

【UniPicket】[office building]
Identified that someone is suspected 
asking for help by raising hands

【UniPicket】[parking lot]
Identified suspected vehicle entrance 
on the lane, carefully notice.

【UniPicket】[Marketing Department]
Identified suspected movement in the 
outdoors by CH2.

【UniPicket】[Factory]
Identified smoke by image recognition, 
carefully notice.
Setting area: Factory


